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Illinois Science Assessment (ISA) Tutorial Teacher Information
This year there will be a tutorial for the Illinois Science Assessment (ISA) available for students and
educators. The tutorial can be accessed from the ISBE website at: https://www.isbe.net/Pages/IllinoisScience-Assessment.aspx starting a few weeks prior to the beginning of the test window through the
end of the test window.
Taking the tutorial will acquaint students with the operation of the software and the structure of the
assessment. They will see screenshots of the login process, available accessibility tools, and the proper
way to submit their tests. The tutorial includes a sample of each item type students could see within the
ISA: multiple choice, multiple select, inline choice, matching, extended text entry and passage-based
items. The student tools available in the ISA, Text to Speech, Calculator, Line Reader, and Item
bookmark & Review, are also available for students to explore during the tutorial. Note: The ISA Tutorial
will not acquaint students with the device-specific secure exam browsers that are required to complete
the assessment.
On the following pages, you will find screenshots of the tutorial so that you can acquaint yourself with
the content and purpose.
From the ISA website (https://www.isbe.net/isa), students will be taken to the ISA platform in ISBE
Teach where they will choose to take the tutorial by selecting the Start Tutorial button, as shown below.
At the end of the tutorial they will return to this page. They can return to ISBE.net or close their
browser to exit.
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This is the first screen the students see after starting the tutorial. Students should read the instructions
and then press the Start Test button.
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After starting the tutorial, the students will see a series of informational screens that explain the startup screens on the ISA. Students should be encouraged to read these pages, or the teacher may read
them aloud to students, so students are familiar with the text prior to taking the ISA.
The second screen of the tutorial is an example of the ISA Welcome screen. The students will need to
select the Click Here to Go On button to advance to the next screen.
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The third screen of the tutorial is an example of the ISA login process. This screen explains that an
Access Code is required to take the ISA. Access Codes are generated in the ISBE Teach platform by an
educator and are supplied to the person proctoring the exam. This may be the students’ teacher or
another test administrator. For the ISA, the test administrator will provide the access code to each
student, who will enter the Access Code into the Login screen and click Submit.
The tutorial does not require an access code.
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The forth screen of the tutorial is an example of the rest of the ISA login process. In the ISA, the
students will need to confirm their name and grade. The grade is confirmed as part of the test name, for
instance, Illinois Science Assessment – Grade 5. The student must inform the test administrator if any
information is NOT correct. The test administrator then contacts the test coordinator – who may
resolve the problem or contact ISBE to resolve the issue.
The tutorial does not require name and grade verifications.
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The fifth screen of the tutorial describes the student tools that may be used and offers opportunities to
practice. Currently available student tools include: Text-to-Speech, Line Reader, Calculator, Answer
Eliminator, and Highlighter.
This screen also explains that the Text to Speech screen reader requires headphones or a special room
to use. Students must adjust the volume on the test device prior to launching the assessment. The
secure exam browsers will not allow the volume to be adjusted after the test is launched.
Students who might take advantage of these tools during the ISA should be encouraged to try the tools
during the tutorial.
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The sixth screen of the tutorial provides information on how to use the Line Reader and Calculator.
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The eighth page describes how to use the Answer Eliminator tool and provides an opportunity to
practice using it.
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The ninth page describes how to use the Highlighter tool and provides an opportunity to practice using
it.
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The tenth screen of the tutorial shows the buttons for the Bookmark and item Review. The bookmark
allows students to mark a question to go back and review it later. The review button allows students to
see a list showing how many questions have been answered and how many are unanswered. Students
can also see which questions are bookmarked. From this review list, students can navigate to any
question to which they have already seen. In the actual tests, students will also be presented with the
review list before they are prompted to submit their tests.
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The eleventh screen of the tutorial explains the Pause & Logout button that will be in the ISA but which
does not appear in the tutorial. Students cannot pause and resume the tutorial. They can exit the
tutorial or let the tutorial stay open on their computer to take a break and return to later if needed.
During the ISA, the Pause & Logout button should only be used in those circumstances where a student
has a legitimate need to take a break. This screen explains that teacher permission is required to pause
the ISA. Sometimes students use this button in error after they complete their test. Rather, students
must use the Submit button at the end of the test to allow results to be scored. While the Pause &
Logout button does save the student responses, it does not move the test to submitted status, thus
requiring ISBE to suppress the score. Students should be instructed to use the Submit button on the last
screen when they have finished their test.
Students should not be concerned about scores on the tutorial. The tutorial is for instructional purposes
only and is not scored.
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The twelfth screen of the tutorial starts the section with the sample items. Students must use their
mouse or computer trackpad, or tap on an iPad to select their answer(s). They may click or tap
anywhere in the text of the response to select an answer.
The first sample item is a single-select multiple-choice item. Single-select multiple choice items are
found on all ISA Tests. Single-select answer choices are indicated by a circle selector (red rectangle).
Note that the navigation buttons are different on the screens with items. Instead of the Click Here to
Go On button as seen on the informational screens, item screens use arrows to navigate forward and
back. There is an instruction to use the Right Arrow to go to the next question in the tutorial.
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The second sample item is an Extended Text item. Students are asked to demonstrate their
understanding of the information provided in the item by typing their response. There is a limit of 1,500
characters, or approximately 250 words, for each response. The platform will prohibit students from
entering more than 1,500 characters, but they are able to delete words or phrases by using the delete
key on their device to edit the response. The student’s typed response is saved when they navigate to
the next item. Multiple Extended Text items are found on all ISA tests.
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The third sample item contains an image. Several ISA items contain images. There is sometimes a delay
while loading the images. The delay is related to the bandwidth of the internet connection in your
school and the number of students taking the ISA or otherwise using the internet simultaneously. The
purpose of this tutorial item is to explain that there is sometimes a slight delay, which should not be
interpreted as a broader system problem.
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The final sample item contains a passage. There are several passage-based items in the ISA, spanning all
grades. In the ISA, there are also items with or without passages that require scrolling to see all the text
and/or image. This tutorial item reinforces the need to scroll down when a scroll bar is present to see all
the information in an item.
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The last two screens of the tutorial show the process for submitting a test for scoring.
When students have reached the end of the ISA questions, they will have the opportunity to go back and
review their answers. This functionality is included in the tutorial so that students and educators can see
how it works. Students should review the Item Review list to verify they have provided a response to all
questions. They can click on a question number to navigate back to the item in question.
It is important for students who reach this screen to eventually proceed to the final screen to submit
their test. Even students who have not finished the test questions must go to the final screen to
properly submit their responses. Teachers or test proctors must reinforce this information and ensure
students submit their responses for scoring.
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The final screen of the tutorial shows the final submit test button.
The final screen contains the instruction to click the button to submit the test. Students must NOT use
the Pause & Logout button on the ISA. Again, teachers or proctors must reinforce that students need to
select the “Click Here to Submit Test and Exit” button located in the middle of the screen to properly
submit their answers.

If you have any questions about this tutorial, please contact your District Test Coordinator (DTC). Your
DTC may contact ISBE if questions are unresolved.
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